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study illustrates the potential for simplifying the hardware 
configurations (e.g. high-speed PIV or dual PIV) required 
to determine instantaneous pressure from tomographic PIV.
1 Introduction
In only a decade, techniques that determine the fluid flow 
pressure based on PIV measurements have come to a 
degree of maturity that justifies their application in practi-
cal problems. These developments have been surveyed in 
a recent review article by van Oudheusden (2013). Starting 
from the work of Liu and Katz (2006), who used a dual-
PIV system to measure velocity and its material derivative 
and subsequently applied the momentum equation for pres-
sure evaluation, all following studies dealing with instan-
taneous pressure from PIV have made use of either time-
resolved measurements or followed the dual-PIV approach, 
in order to experimentally determine the velocity material 
derivative. It has been shown that an accurate determina-
tion of the velocity material derivative in turbulent flows 
requires full three-dimensional evaluation of the veloc-
ity and acceleration field, which is currently possible by 
high-speed tomographic PIV experiments (Ghaemi et al. 
2012). Due to uncorrelated random errors in consecutive 
PIV snapshots, recent studies have employed a Lagran-
gian pseudo-tracking approach to obtain the velocity mate-
rial derivative from a series of consecutive time-resolved 
velocity measurements. For example, Liu and Katz (2013) 
employed five consecutive velocity fields and Novara and 
Scarano (2013) applied a PTV technique to eleven con-
secutive camera images. Other studies have focused on 
noise reduction of the PIV velocity measurements using for 
example a POD-based filtering approach (Charonko et al. 
Abstract A method is proposed to determine the instanta-
neous pressure field from a single tomographic PIV veloc-
ity snapshot and is applied to a flat-plate turbulent boundary 
layer. The main concept behind the single-snapshot pres-
sure evaluation method is to approximate the flow accel-
eration using the vorticity transport equation. The vorticity 
field calculated from the measured instantaneous velocity 
is advanced over a single integration time step using the 
vortex-in-cell (VIC) technique to update the vorticity field, 
after which the temporal derivative and material derivative 
of velocity are evaluated. The pressure in the measurement 
volume is subsequently evaluated by solving a Poisson 
equation. The procedure is validated considering data from 
a turbulent boundary layer experiment, obtained with time-
resolved tomographic PIV at 10 kHz, where an independ-
ent surface pressure fluctuation measurement is made by 
a microphone. The cross-correlation coefficient of the sur-
face pressure fluctuations calculated by the single-snapshot 
pressure method with respect to the microphone measure-
ments is calculated and compared to that obtained using 
time-resolved pressure-from-PIV, which is regarded as 
benchmark. The single-snapshot procedure returns a cross-
correlation comparable to the best result obtained by time-
resolved PIV, which uses a nine-point time kernel. When 
the kernel of the time-resolved approach is reduced to three 
measurements, the single-snapshot method yields approxi-
mately 30 % higher correlation. Use of the method should 
be cautioned when the contributions to fluctuating pressure 
from outside the measurement volume are significant. The 
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2010) to increase accuracy of the pressure determined from 
the time-resolved PIV measurements.
The high sampling rate required for time-resolved 
experiments in airflows compromises the achievable meas-
urement volume of tomographic PIV. According to a recent 
survey (Scarano 2013), measurement rates achieved in 
tomo-PIV experiments range from 2.7 kHz (airfoil trail-
ing edge by Ghaemi and Scarano 2011; bluff body wake 
by de Kat and van Oudheusden 2012) to 5 kHz (turbulent 
boundary layer by Schröder et al. 2008; rod-airfoil inter-
action by Violato et al. 2011). More recent experiments in 
turbulent boundary layers have been conducted at a rate up 
to 10 kHz (Ghaemi et al. 2012; Pröbsting et al. 2013), at 
the expense of a further reduction of the measurement vol-
ume. The above experiments were conducted with airflow 
velocities in the range from 7 to 14 m/s, which poses fur-
ther restrictions on the value of the Reynolds number. To 
date, time-resolved tomographic PIV experiments at flow 
velocities on the order of 100 m/s are to be deemed unreal-
istic, considering that they would require acquisition rates 
on the order of 100 kHz.
The extension of dual-plane PIV (Kähler and Kompen-
hans 2000) or dual-time PIV (Perret et al. 2006) to dual-
tomographic PIV systems overcomes the trade-off between 
measurement volume and recording rate affecting the time-
resolved approach, in that it makes use of two low repeti-
tion rate lasers and CCD cameras. Such systems also allow 
investigating flows at higher velocity as one can arbitrarily 
reduce the time separation between the two velocity meas-
urements, without the restriction set by the repetition rate 
of a single PIV system. A four-pulse tomographic PIV sys-
tem has been described (Lynch and Scarano 2014) that can 
perform acceleration measurements in the compressible 
flow regime. The drawback is the complexity associated 
with 8–12 cameras that need to record images from a vol-
ume illuminated with two separate dual-pulse lasers.
Alternatives to the time-resolved or dual-PIV 
approaches are provided in the field of data assimilation. 
In periodic flows, phase-locked experiments using non-
time-resolved PIV systems have been employed in order 
to obtain pressure from a phase-resolved description of 
the flow, as reviewed in van Oudheusden (2013). In addi-
tion, not relying on phase-locked experiments, Bai et al. 
(2015) have employed a reduced-order modelling approach 
using compressive sensing for reconstruction of velocity 
time-series from PIV measurements performed at limited 
temporal resolution. More advanced methods reconstruct 
both velocity and pressure by making use of simulation of 
the flow governing equations. Suzuki (2012) proposed a 
reduced-order Kalman filter technique combining PTV and 
DNS, and later a POD-based hybrid simulation (Suzuki, 
2014). Recently, Gronskis et al. (2013), Lemke and Ses-
terhenn (2013) and Vlasenko et al. (2015) have proposed 
variational techniques for combination of numerical flow 
simulations with PIV measurement results. An advantage 
of these approaches is that they can naturally incorporate 
also local information from other measurement devices 
(e.g., surface pressure measurements) as alternative or in 
addition to PIV. Computational cost associated with the 
variational or Kalman-filter-based techniques has, how-
ever, limited practical application to real-world volumetric 
experiments.
Less computationally expensive data assimilation 
approaches solve directly the flow governing equations 
using the PIV data as initial or boundary conditions. For 
example, the use of CFD simulations to fill gaps in the 
measurement domain has been discussed by Sciacchitano 
et al. (2012). To alleviate measurement rate requirements 
which limit current pressure-from-PIV setups, Scarano 
and Moore (2011) proposed to leverage directly the spa-
tial information available by the measurement to increase 
temporal resolution (“time-supersampling”) using a lin-
earized model. The work is based on the assumption of 
frozen turbulence and advects spatial velocity fluctuations 
to produce intermediate velocity estimates in between the 
measured samples. The relatively low computational cost 
of the linearized model has allowed for demonstration of 
the method on real-world tomographic PIV data. A simi-
lar approach was later used by de Kat and Ganapathisub-
ramani (2013), who discussed the importance of estimating 
the local convection velocity. To avoid this, the time-super-
sampling concept was generalized to broader flow regimes 
(separated flows, vortex-dominated regimes) by Schneiders 
et al. (2014), who introduced the use of the vortex-in-cell 
(VIC) technique for time-supersampling of tomographic 
PIV measurements in incompressible flows. The measured 
samples of the velocity field are used both as initial and 
final conditions for a numerical simulation of the vorticity 
transport equation, which is solved within the measurement 
domain. The study returned an accurate time-reconstruc-
tion, demonstrating that the sampling rate requirements 
could be significantly reduced with such a procedure.
The objective of the present work moves the attention to 
the use of VIC on a single velocity field snapshot to esti-
mate the instantaneous pressure field in flows where the 
pressure fluctuations are dominated by vortical structures in 
the flow. In particular, the problem of the flat-plate bound-
ary layer is considered, which has been studied in recent 
studies employing time-resolved tomographic PIV for 
pressure determination (Ghaemi and Scarano 2011, 2013; 
Schröder et al. 2011; Pröbsting et al. 2013, amongst oth-
ers). These studies follow two decades of literature on tur-
bulent boundary layer flows as reviewed in Marusic et al. 
(2010). Because of the inherent unsteady nature of the 
turbulent flow structures in the boundary layer, pressure 
evaluation from tomographic PIV in such flows has only 
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been demonstrated using a time-resolved (repetition rate 
~10 kHz) measurement setup.
The single-snapshot pressure evaluation using VIC fol-
lows a time-marching approach, whereby a single time step 
starting from the instantaneous tomographic PIV velocity 
measurements is needed to approximate the velocity mate-
rial derivative and subsequently, the instantaneous pressure. 
As a result, a significant simplification of the measurement 
systems is potentially obtained, with respect to dual sys-
tems for the evaluation of pressure-from-PIV.
2  Pressure evaluation from a single PIV velocity 
field
The discussion here is limited to incompressible and iso-
thermal flows. It is furthermore assumed that the velocity 
field is measured by tomographic PIV, but the application 
to data from other 3D velocity measurement methods is 
also considered possible. Consider a velocity measurement 
um(x,t0) at time t = t0 on a three-dimensional grid x with 
constant spacing h in the volume Ω, which is assumed a 
cuboid with boundary ∂Ω. The established time-resolved 
pressure-from-PIV procedure solves the Poisson equation 
for pressure (van Oudheusden 2013),
by approximating Du/Dt from time-resolved tomographic 
PIV measurements and with mixed boundary conditions 
f and g as detailed in Sect. 2.3.1. The present study also 
employs (1) for pressure evaluation, but approximates 
Du/Dt from a single snapshot. It should be remarked that for 
detailed assessment of alternative, established pressure-
from-time-resolved-PIV techniques, the reader is referred 
to Charonko et al. (2010) and van Oudheusden (2013). In 
the present study, second-order central differences are used 
in the interior domain and first-order single-sided differ-
ences on the domain boundaries. The discretized gradient 
operator is denoted by ∇h and the discretized Laplacian by 
∇h2. The subscript h is used to denote the discretized fields 
and operators. The computational grid is Cartesian and 
chosen equal to the PIV measurement grid. The discretized 
Poisson equation for pressure becomes,
The Poisson equation for pressure is discretized using 
second-order central differences. Ghost points at the exter-
nal side of the domain boundary are eliminated through 
(1)∇
2p = −ρ∇ ·
Du
Dt



















the Neumann boundary condition (see e.g. Ebbers and 
Farnebäck 2009).
For the unsteady flow regime, time-resolved measure-
ments are typically performed to provide Du/Dt|h in the 
conventional pressure determination approach. Here, it is 
proposed to approximate the velocity material derivative 
from a single tomographic PIV snapshot by a vortex-in-cell 
(VIC) simulation (Sect. 2.1).
2.1  Approximation of Du/Dt from single velocity 
snapshot
From a tomographic PIV velocity measurement um(x,t0), 
vorticity is approximated on the measurement grid,
Following the VIC procedure outlined in Schneiders 
et al. (2014), the divergence-free approximation of the 
measured velocity field is calculated by solution of,
Although imposing the divergence-free condition has 
been demonstrated as an effective tool for noise reduction 
of 3D data (e.g. by de Silva et al. 2013; Schiavazzi et al. 
2014), in the present study, the divergence-free approxima-
tion is an inherent step of the procedure and is not meant 
for preconditioning or noise reduction of the measured 
velocity field. In the interior domain, typically uh �= um , 
which is mostly ascribed to measurement errors. Recent 
studies have proposed to estimate the measurement error 
with the difference between a divergence-free flow field 
and um (Atkinson et al. 2011; Lynch and Scarano 2014; 
Sciacchitano and Lynch 2015, amongst others).
The temporal derivative of vorticity can subsequently be 
calculated by a finite-difference discretization of the invis-
cid vorticity transport equation,
The subscript Eul stands here for Eulerian, as later an 
alternative discretization (using VIC) will be introduced. 
Approximation of ∂ω/∂t using (5) allows for approxima-




, by solution of
with Dirichlet boundary conditions fdu as discussed in 
Sect. 2.3.2. The velocity material derivative is subsequently 
approximated by,
(3)ωh = ∇h × um.
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It should be remarked that solution of (5) requires 
approximation of the gradient of vorticity. VIC avoids this 
by employing a vortex particle discretization, as discussed 
in Schneiders et al. (2014). The VIC time-supersampling 
procedure detailed in the latter paper yields, when applied 
to an instantaneous measurement, ωh(x,t0 + Δt) directly 
from a single forward-time integration in the interior 
domain. Using single-sided finite differences, the temporal 
vorticity derivative is subsequently approximated,
The integration time step is chosen on the order of the 
PIV pulse time separation; sufficiently small to avoid trun-
cation errors, but large enough to avoid rounding errors. On 
the two grid points adjacent to each volume boundary, the 
VIC procedure requires boundary values (as discussed in 
detail in Schneiders et al. 2014), which are here taken from 
(5),
where i ∈ {1,…,L}, j ∈ {1,…,M} and k ∈ {1,…,N} are the 
grid points indices in the computational volume. When (9) 
is employed instead of (5) in the full domain, this improves 
the pressure computation, as reflected by the slight increase 
in correlation coefficient as witnessed in the experimental 
assessment (Sect. 4).
2.2  Range of application and limitations
The first limitation regards reconstruction of pressure in 
flow cases where the pressure associated with the potential 
field dominates pressure associated with the vorticity field. 
Consider the Helmholtz decomposition of velocity into curl 
free and divergence-free parts,
With this decomposition, Eq. (4) can be rewritten into
Thus, the source term of the Poisson equation to recon-





























(10b)uv = ∇ × A
(10c)u = up + uv.
(11)










field up is reconstructed using information from the bound-
ary points only. As there is typically a much smaller number 
of points on the boundary than in the interior, measurement 
errors on the domain boundaries are expected to affect up 
more significantly than uv. In flow cases where up dominates, 
sensitivity of the reconstructed potential field to the domain 
boundary conditions should be cautioned. The present manu-
script, however, focusses on a flow case dominated by uv.
The second limitation follows from the fact that the 
proposed technique can only use the information avail-
able from a single velocity measurement to approximate 
the velocity temporal derivative and subsequently pressure. 
The limitations of the technique become apparent upon 
splitting of Eq. (6) into a non-homogeneous Poisson equa-
tion with homogeneous boundary conditions and a homo-
geneous Poisson equation with non-homogeneous bound-
ary conditions,
Equation (12a) can be solved directly from the tempo-
ral vorticity derivative approximated by (5) from a single 
tomographic PIV velocity snapshot. However, Eq. (12b) 
cannot be readily solved in the absence of knowledge 
about the boundary conditions on the temporal velocity 
derivative, which is not measured by the PIV system. When 
boundary conditions on (12b) cannot be approximated, 
the pressure field can only be determined up to the pres-
sure induced by the irrotational acceleration field follow-
ing from Eq. (12b). To illustrate this, consider the extreme 
case where pressure is determined solely by this compo-
nent. Take for example the flow in a cylinder, which is uni-
formly accelerated by a piston: a uniform pressure gradi-
ent is associated with the acceleration caused by the piston 
motion. As a result, the absolute value of the pressure can-
not be determined unless, for this example, the piston path 
is known, or in general, when the fluid flow acceleration at 
the domain boundary can be estimated. For many relevant 
applications in the turbulent flow regime, the instantane-
ous value of ∂u/∂t is dominated by the contribution from 
Eq. (12a). Such cases include turbulent boundary layers, 
flow over stationary airfoils, wakes and jets. In addition 
to the above considerations, in Sect. 2.3.2, three types of 
boundary conditions are proposed to approximate boundary 
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2.3  Treatment of boundary conditions
For the present problem, the treatment of boundary con-
ditions (BC) needs to be considered at two stages in the 
procedure: first for the Poisson equation for pressure (2) 
and second for the solution of the Poisson equation for the 
velocity temporal derivative (6).
2.3.1  Pressure boundary conditions
Mixed BCs on pressure are generally employed in PIV-
based pressure determination methods, with a Dirichlet 
BC fp on ∂Ω1 and Neumann BC gp on ∂Ω2. The Dirichlet 
boundary condition fp may be obtained from additional 
experimental data, using pressure probes or surface pres-
sure transducers. Alternatively, a more practiced approach 
is including in the measurement domain regions where the 
flow is known to be irrotational and possibly steady. In that 
case, pressure–velocity models as simple as the Bernoulli 
equation or isentropic relations may be employed (see e.g. 
Kurtulus et al. 2007; Ragni et al. 2009; de Kat and van 
Oudheusden 2012). The use of such a model for pressure 
yields a Dirichlet BC fp along an extended region ∂Ω1 of 
one or more volume boundaries.
Neumann boundary conditions gp are provided by the 
momentum equation, which in discretized form becomes,
For pressure evaluation, the viscous terms are typically 
neglected (van Oudheusden, 2013). Ghaemi et al. (2012) 
have directly evaluated the viscous terms from a PIV meas-
urement in a turbulent boundary layer and showed that in 
a turbulent boundary layer these terms are typically two 
orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms in the 
momentum equation. It may be remarked that the viscous 
terms are only neglected for the computation of the instan-
taneous pressure. The measured velocity field inherently 
incorporates the physical effects of viscosity.
2.3.2  Velocity acceleration boundary conditions
Boundary conditions for (6) are not measured by the single-
snapshot PIV experiment or readily provided by the system 
of equations, in contrast to the Neumann type BC for pres-
sure. When the measurement volume boundary involves a 
free stream or steady flow, ∂u/∂t = 0 can be imposed there. 
Similarly, at a wall the no-slip BC also implies ∂u/∂t = 0. 
However, where the volume boundaries involve unsteady 
flow regions, a model for the unsteady boundary condi-
tions is required depending on the flow case under consid-
eration, as discussed in detail in Sect. 2.2. These models 




+ µ∇2hu ≈ ∇p.
boundary to account for boundary effects. In the interior 
domain, the VIC model approximates the temporal veloc-
ity derivative by simulation of the vorticity captured in the 
measurement volume. Three types of approximations for 
Dirichlet boundary conditions will be considered in the pre-
sent study; in the experimental assessment, the sensitivity 
of the solution to the different approximations is assessed.
1. Convection boundary conditions of the form,
which are expected to be accurate when the assump-
tion of “frozen turbulence” holds on the boundary 
region and small velocity fluctuations are convected by 
a larger mean convection uc velocity (Taylor’s hypoth-
esis). The problem of determining the correct value of 
the convective velocity has been addressed over the 
past decades (e.g. Wills 1964; Krogstad et al. 1998; de 
Kat and Ganapathisubramani 2013). For conciseness, 
however, in the experimental assessment (Sect. 4), the 
local instantaneous flow velocity is used as an estimate 
for the convection velocity. It should be remarked that 
similar models have also been used for boundary con-
ditions for pure numerical simulations (e.g. Orlanski 
1976) and the model has recently been employed by 
Gronskis et al. (2013) in an effort to combine direct 
numerical simulation with PIV measurements.
2. Padding boundary conditions: when the vorticity out-
side of the measurement volume is small compared to 
the vorticity contained within the measurement vol-
ume, the measurement volume may be padded with an 
extension region of zero vorticity and a homogeneous 
boundary condition on the acceleration is prescribed on 
the enlarged domain, which allows the temporal veloc-
ity derivative on the measurement domain volume to 
become non-zero. This procedure is illustrated in more 
detail in Sect. 3 using a numerical example. It should 
be remarked that this boundary condition type is also 
used in pure numerical simulations using the vortex-in-
cell technique (e.g. Cottet and Poncet 2003).
3. Homogeneous boundary conditions: when ∂u/∂t ≈ 0 
on the volume boundaries, the homogeneous bound-
ary condition ∂u/∂t = 0 is a trivial approximation. 
Additionally, this boundary condition is considered 
in the present investigation to assess sensitivity of the 
result when a homogeneous boundary condition is pre-
scribed.
These three boundary condition types will all be consid-
ered in the experimental assessment (Sect. 4) using inde-
pendent microphone measurement data to establish the sen-




= −(uc · ∇)u,
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In the next section, the use of the padding type of boundary 
condition will be illustrated for the numerical test case of 
an advecting Gaussian vortex.
3  Numerical illustration
Consider a two-dimensional Gaussian vortex being 
advected at a constant velocity uc and positioned in the cen-
tre of a simulated measurement domain at time t0 (Fig. 1a). 
This case has been used previously for assessment of time-
resolved PIV pressure evaluation procedures by amongst 
others de Kat and van Oudheusden (2012) and Lynch and 
Scarano (2014). The tangential velocity field induced by 
the Gaussian vortex blob is given by,
where Γ is the circulation and cθ = rc2/γ. Choosing 











rc. A positive uniform velocity uc is added to the velocity 
field. For this illustrative case, rc/L = 0.25 and ucL/Γ = 2, 
with L being the width of the square measurement domain. 
The analytical expression for the exact pressure field cen-
tred on the vortex core is given by
with Ei(x) the exponential integral function. For reference, 
the exact ∂u/∂t and pressure fields are plotted in, respec-
tively, Fig. 2a, e. It should be remarked that the pressure 
fields given in this section are unique up to a constant and 
to allow for comparison to the exact pressure they are fixed 
to zero in the domain centre.
Consider now a simulated single-snapshot measure-
ment of the exact instantaneous velocity field in a meas-
urement domain equal to the region plotted in Fig. 1a 
(−2 < x/rc < 2, −2 < y/rc < 2). When pressure is calculated 



















Fig. 1  Vorticity field in the 
simulated measurement domain 
(a), exact temporal vorticity 
derivative (b) and the temporal 
derivative of vorticity calculated 
by VIC from the single velocity 
measurement (c)
Fig. 2  Temporal derivative of 
streamwise velocity (top) and 
pressure (bottom); a, e exact, 
b, f assuming ∂u/∂t = 0, c, g 
single-snapshot VIC without 
boundary padding and d, h with 
boundary padding
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using the steady Poisson equation with Neumann boundary 
conditions, this leads to an unsatisfactory result as can be 
seen directly by comparison of Fig. 2e (exact pressure) and 
Fig. 2f (approximated pressure neglecting ∂u/∂t).
The proposed single-snapshot method aims to improve 
upon this by approximating ∂u/∂t. The temporal vorti-
city derivative estimated with the VIC method is given in 
Fig. 1c. The temporal derivative of vorticity is positive to 
the right of the vortex blob and negative to its left, accord-
ing to the motion of the vortex blob to the right. The tem-
poral velocity derivative is subsequently calculated by solu-
tion of Poisson Eq. (6). Figure 2a shows in this test case 
that ∂u/∂t on the measurement domain boundary is non-
zero. Prescribing ∂u/∂t = 0 on the boundaries for solution 
of (6) forces, the temporal velocity derivative to zero near 
the domain boundaries (Fig. 2c). Nevertheless, an improved 
approximation of the exact pressure field is obtained in 
comparison with neglecting ∂u/∂t entirely, as can be seen 
upon comparison of Fig. 2f, g.
To obtain a further improvement of the approximated 
pressure field, note that vorticity outside of the simulated 
measurement domain is practically zero (Fig. 1a). This 
can be exploited for solution of (6), by using padding type 
boundary conditions (Sect. 2.3.2). The approximated tem-
poral derivative of vorticity calculated is padded with zeros 
around the domain, enlarging the computational domain 
(Fig. 3, left figure). The size of the padded region should 
account for the length scale of flow fluctuations and is in 
the present case chosen equal to the size of the vortex in the 
measurement domain (2rc). Hence, the domain is extended 
on all sides by 2rc. Prescribing the value of the temporal 
derivative to zero on the extended computational boundary 
for solution of (6) allows the temporal derivative to attain 
nonzero values in the actual measurement domain (Fig. 3, 
right figure). The results show that a more accurate approxi-
mation of the exact temporal derivative can be obtained 
with this approach (Fig. 2d). Also, the pressure field evalu-
ated from a single velocity snapshot with VIC and boundary 
padding is reasonably accurate (Fig. 2h) and improves fur-
ther upon the result without zero-padding (Fig. 2g).
The padding boundary condition and the other two 
boundary conditions proposed in Sect. 2.3.2 are evaluated 
in a more realistic case in the next section, where the pro-
cedure is applied to a real tomographic PIV experiment in a 
turbulent boundary layer and validated against independent 
microphone pressure fluctuation measurements.
4  Experimental assessment
The experimental assessment employs the turbulent bound-
ary layer tomographic PIV measurements of Pröbsting 
et al. (2013), where pressure-from-time-resolved PIV was 
compared to a surface-mounted pressure transducer. In the 
above study, the two independent measurements yielded a 
maximum cross-correlation coefficient of 0.6. This value 
repeats that obtained earlier by Ghaemi et al. (2012) under 
a more favourable measurement configuration. In the pre-
sent validation of the single-snapshot method, the proce-
dure follows the above studies, using the cross-correlation 
coefficient as a metric of measurement accuracy.
The experiment considers a turbulent boundary layer on 
a flat plate (Fig. 4) at a free stream velocity of 10 m/s, cor-
responding to a Reynolds number based on the local bound-
ary layer thickness (δ = 9.4 mm) of Reδ = 6240. The tomo-
graphic PIV measurements are performed at 10 kHz with 
four LaVision HighSpeedStar CMOS cameras equipped with 
Nikon Micro-Nikkor 105 mm prime lenses and a Quantronix 
Darwin Duo Nd:YLF laser. A multi-pass light amplification 
system is installed, following the indications of Ghaemi and 
Scarano (2010) to increase the illumination intensity. Knife 
edges are employed to obtain a top-hat intensity profile and 
avoid attenuation of laser intensity near volume boundaries. 
To obtain the vector field, the sequence of objects is analysed 
with a volume deformation iterative multigrid technique and 
boundary vectors are cropped to avoid loss-of-correlation 
Fig. 3  Domain padding applied 
to the temporal vorticity deriva-
tive computed by VIC (left) 
and the corresponding ∂u/∂t 
computed with homogeneous 
BC (right); the measurement 
domain is given by the dashed 
red line
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effects. The surface pressure fluctuations are measured 
simultaneously with the PIV measurements at a single loca-
tion within the measurement volume using a Sonion 8010T 
condenser microphone. Salient details of the experiment are 
given in Tables 1 and 2 and sketches of the setup are given in 
Fig. 5. For a more complete discussion, the reader is referred 
to Pröbsting et al. (2013). In the next section, first the bench-
mark time-resolved pressure evaluation procedure is out-
lined. Subsequently, in Sect. 4.2, results of the experimental 
assessment are discussed.
4.1  Benchmark time‑resolved pressure evaluation
The time-resolved pressure evaluation procedure is chosen 
equal to the procedure used originally by Pröbsting et al. 
(2013), allowing for direct comparison of the results. The 
latter paper employed the following stencil for approxima-
tion of the velocity material derivative,
where Δt = [Δt−j,…,Δtj]T, with Δtj = tj − t0 and similarly 
for Δu, with Δui = u(xp(ti),ti) − u(xp(t0),t0), where,
and j = 1, …, M.
Pröbsting et al. (2013) found the M = 4 nine-snapshot 
stencil to be optimal for the present experimental dataset. 
The present manuscript does not aim to improve the time-
resolved pressure evaluation procedure, but proposes a 
pressure evaluation procedure for non-time-resolved PIV 
measurements and therefore the case of M = 4 is taken 
as reference and benchmark result. In addition, a smaller 
three-snapshot stencil (M = 1) will be considered for com-
parison, which is illustrative for dual-PIV cases where 
only three to four consecutive measurements are available 
instead of nine. For a more extensive discussion on time-
resolved PIV pressure evaluation methods, the reader is 
referred to van Oudheusden (2013) and references therein.
It should be remarked that due to the Lagrangian nature 
of the material derivative evaluation, the procedure does 
not yield values near the inflow and outflow boundaries as 
information from outside the measurement domain would 
be required in these regions. The extent of this region can 
be approximated by
and the measurement volume is cropped by this region, 
12Δx, on both in- and outflow. In addition, a crop of 5Δx is 
applied on both sides in spanwise direction of 2Δy and 5Δy 
on, respectively, the bottom and top surfaces of the volume. 
The extent of the domain crop is sketched also in Fig. 6.
For pressure evaluation in the cropped volume, mixed 
boundary conditions are employed for the Poisson equation 
for pressure. Neumann boundary conditions given by (13) 
are prescribed on all boundaries, except the top boundary 
(y/δ = 0.4), where Dirichlet conditions are prescribed based 
on an extended version of the Bernoulli equation, corrected 
for an unsteady convective perturbation as proposed by de 








































Fig. 4  Photograph of the tomographic PIV experiment (figure repro-
duced from Pröbsting et al. 2013)
Table 1  Measurement conditions
Free stream velocity V∞ 10 m/s
Reynolds number Reδ 6240
Reθ 723
Reτ 436
Shape factor H 1.45
Boundary layer thickness δ 9.4 mm
Displacement thickness δ* 1.5 mm
Momentum thickness θ 1.1 mm
Wall shear velocity uτ 0.52 m/s
Table 2  Tomographic PIV configuration
Reconstructed volume Lx × Ly × Lz = 19 × 4 × 41 mm3
Magnification 0.45
Interrogation volume size lx × ly × lz = 32 × 16 × 32 vox
Overlap 75 %
Vector spacing Δx = Δz = 0.33 mm, Δy = 0.16 mm
Acquisition frequency 10 kHz
Number of samples 1500
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4.2  Results
First, the pressure-from-time-resolved PIV results are dis-
cussed to provide a benchmark for the proposed single-
snapshot method (Sect. 4.2.1), after which the single-snap-
shot results (Sect. 4.2.2) are discussed.
4.2.1  Benchmark time‑resolved results
A single instantaneous pressure field in the plane parallel 
to the wall at y/δ = 0.2 evaluated using the time-resolved 
procedure with the three (M = 1) and nine (M = 4) snap-
shot stencil is plotted in, respectively, Fig. 7a, b. It is 
expected that the result with M = 1 is strongly affected by 
random errors in the velocity measurements, which can 
also be observed in Fig. 4a, b by comparison of the two 
results. In these figures, the free stream pressure level pref 
has been subtracted from the fields. For validation, the 
approximated pressure fluctuations at the microphone loca-
tion are compared to the simultaneous instantaneous micro-
phone surface pressure measurements (Fig. 8), where both 
the PIV and microphone results are band-pass-filtered for 
300 Hz < f < 3 kHz (analogous to Pröbsting et al. 2013). 
For computation of the cross-correlation coefficients, the 
microphone signal is sub-sampled after application of the 
band-pass filter to match the sampling frequency of the 
time-resolved tomographic PIV measurement.
Comparison to the microphone surface pressure measure-
ment in the centre of the measurement domain (Fig. 8, grey 
line) confirms low correlation to the reference microphone 
signal of the time-resolved pressure-from-PIV result using 
a small three-snapshot stencil (M = 1, blue line) and the 
peak value of the correlation coefficient is only Rpp′ = 0.45 
(Table 3). This result is significantly improved when the 
larger stencil of M = 4 is considered. Similarly to the results 
reported in Pröbsting et al. (2013), in the present study a 
correlation peak of Rpp′,M4 = 0.65 is found with this stencil.
4.2.2  Single‑snapshot pressure results
First, the single-snapshot pressure is calculated without the 
proposed procedure for approximation of ∂u/∂t. The flow 
regime is incompressible (Ma = 0.03), and the velocity 
field and ∂u/∂t are expected to be divergence free. Con-
sequently, ∂u/∂t drops out of the incompressible Poisson 
equation for pressure, and hence, it may be argued that it 
Fig. 5  Schematic of the tomographic PIV experiment (schematics not to scale); top view (left) and back view (right); the measurement volume 
is indicated by the black dashed line in details A and B
Fig. 6  Overview of the measurement, cropped and padded volumes (schematic not to scale)
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is not required for pressure evaluation. However, consider-
ing that (1) due to measurement errors velocity divergence 
is never exactly zero and (2) ∂u/∂t is needed for Neumann 
boundary conditions for the Poisson equation for pressure, 
this is not expected to give acceptable results. To assess 
this, the approach of entirely neglecting ∂u/∂t,
Fig. 7  Comparison of the instantaneous pressure field at t = 2.5 ms and y/δ = 0.2, calculated from, a TR-PIV, M = 1, b TR-PIV, M = 4, c PIV, 
d PIV + VIC and ∂u/∂t = 0, e–g PIV + VIC (∂u/∂t ≠ 0) with BC type 1–3
Fig. 8  Pressure fluctuation time-series obtained from TR-PIV, single-
snapshot PIV and single-snapshot PIV + VIC using type 3 boundary 
conditions, in comparison with the reference microphone measure-
ments at x/δ = z/δ = 0 (grey line, increased thickness for clarity); all 
results have been band-pass-filtered between 0.3 and 3 kHz
Table 3  Correlation coefficient 
peak values and RMS pressure 
fluctuation levels
Input Case in Fig. 4 Stencil size Du/Dt approximation Rpp′ [−] p′RMS/p′RMS,ref [−]
TR-PIV A 3 snapshots Lagrangian, M = 1 0.45 1.88
TR-PIV B 9 snapshots Lagrangian, M = 4 0.65 1.00
PIV C 1 snapshot Eulerian, neglecting ∂u/∂t 0.45 2.55
PIV D 1 snapshot VIC, ∂u/∂t = 0 0.62 1.31
PIV E 1 snapshot VIC, ∂u/∂t ≠ 0, BC = 1 0.59 0.88
PIV F 1 snapshot VIC, ∂u/∂t ≠ 0, BC = 2 0.59 0.95
PIV G 1 snapshot VIC, ∂u/∂t ≠ 0, BC = 3 0.61 1.11
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is also included in the present study. This was attempted 
before by Imaichi and Ohmi (1983), who reported an 
increase in error levels and attributed these to neglect-
ing the unsteady term. The present study also finds a low 
correlation coefficient peak of 0.46, a significant overesti-
mation of the peak pressure levels (Fig. 7c) in case ∂u/∂t 
is neglected, and pressure is calculated directly using the 
material derivative approximated using (21).
The proposed PIV + VIC single-snapshot procedure is 
expected to improve upon this. The first part of the pro-
cedure regularizes the velocity field um through Eq. (4) to 
yield uh. The RMS difference between um and the uh is 
0.2 m/s at y/δ = 0.4, which is considered acceptable for a 
tomographic PIV experiment at a rather extreme measure-
ment rate of 10 kHz. Still neglecting the unsteady term (i.e. 
setting ∂u/∂t = 0), this regularized field can be employed to 
approximate the velocity material derivative,
Solving pressure with this approximation of the mate-
rial derivative on the full measurement volume results in 
a significantly improved correlation coefficient of 0.6. 
This approaches the correlation coefficient obtained by the 
benchmark time-resolved PIV result (Table 3). The instan-
taneous pressure field depicted in Fig. 7d also shows sig-
nificant improvement over Fig. 7c. However, the RMS level 
of the pressure fluctuations, p′RMS, is 31 % larger than the 
benchmark result.
In the second step of the proposed procedure, ∂u/∂t is 
approximated using VIC to allow for approximation of 
the full velocity material derivative from (7). The velocity 
material derivative is evaluated on the full domain using 
the VIC procedure outlined in Sect. 2. Subsequently, as it 
is expected that the approximation of ∂u/∂t is less accu-
rate close to the volume boundaries, for pressure evalu-
ation, the volume is cropped by the same amount as for 
the time-resolved procedure (Sect. 4.1). Three single-
snapshot PIV + VIC cases are discussed, where for cases 
1–3, respectively, boundary conditions 1–3 (Sect. 2.3.2) 
are employed for the Poisson equation for ∂u/∂t (Eq. 6) on 
all volume boundaries except at the wall, where the no-slip 
condition (∂u/∂t = 0) is prescribed.
The instantaneous pressure fields approximated using 
the single-snapshot PIV + VIC procedure with boundary 
condition types 1–3 are plotted in Fig. 7e–g, respectively. 
All three approaches yield similar results, indicating a 
low sensitivity of the VIC procedure to variations in the 












= (uh · ∇h)uh.
flow case. In addition, minor improvement over the case 
where the unsteady term was neglected and uh was used 
to solve the steady Poisson equation is visible (e.g. at 
x/δ ≈ z/δ ≈ 0.5 in Fig. 7). The correlation coefficient is, 
however, not improved further and remains around 0.6, in 
comparison with 0.65 for the time-resolved benchmark 
result (Table 3). On the other hand, the inclusion of the 
approximation of ∂u/∂t allows for prediction of the RMS 
pressure fluctuations, with 10 % difference with respect 
to the time-resolved result, whereas neglecting this term 
leads to 31 % higher RMS pressure fluctuations (Table 3, 
last column). For completeness, it should be recalled that in 
Sect. 2 it was anticipated that when ∂ω/∂t|h,Eul is employed 
instead of ∂ω/∂t|h,VIC, a small reduction in quality of the 
pressure approximation is expected. This has been assessed 
for the present test case, and only a minor reduction in cor-
relation coefficient was found, i.e. for case 3 boundary con-
ditions, Rpp’ becomes 0.60 instead of 0.61.
To assess the correlation of the results in the frequency 
domain, the magnitude of the coherence of the time-
resolved and single-snapshot results is calculated with 
respect to the microphone signal using Welch’s overlapped 
segment averaging. The result is plotted in Fig. 9 (left fig-
ure) and shows that all results have the highest coherence 
at approximately 0.8–1 kHz and no coherence with the 
microphone signal for frequencies above 3 kHz, where it 
should be recalled that the results have been band-pass-
filtered between 300 Hz and 3 kHz. The time-resolved 
result with M = 4 shows the expected significant improve-
ment in coherence with respect to M = 1, with a peak of 
0.77 around 900 Hz. Also, the single-snapshot result using 
VIC improves upon the M = 1 time-resolved result, show-
ing similar coherence as the time-resolved result using the 
larger nine-snapshot stencil. The peak coherence around 
800 Hz is approximately 10 % smaller than the bench-
mark M = 4 time-resolved result; however, at higher fre-
quency the VIC result follows the trend of the benchmark 
result. For completeness, the phase lag is also compared 
in Fig. 9 (right figure), which shows similar results for all 
procedures.
The higher correlation achieved by the single-snapshot 
procedure in comparison with the M = 1 time-resolved 
procedure is especially relevant for dual-PIV systems (Liu 
and Katz 2006; Lynch and Scarano 2014), where the lim-
ited number of exposures does not allow to regularize the 
results using a large time-stencil. However, considering 
that the present study focuses on single-snapshot pressure 
evaluation, no further speculation is made here that the 
time-resolved result with M = 1 may be improved when 
a larger time separation between the measurements is cho-
sen to reduce the random error component, as discussed in 
studies by amongst others Jensen and Pedersen (2004) and 
Perret et al. (2006).
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To assess the dependence of the method to measurement 
noise and spatial resolution, here an increase in measure-
ment noise is simulated by adding normally distributed 
random errors to the velocity vectors and by sub-sampling 
the velocity fields. Subsequently, the pressure is evaluated 
as discussed above and the correlation coefficient of the 
pressure time-series with respect to the microphone meas-
urements is calculated. It is expected that the established 
time-resolved pressure-from-PIV procedure is less sensi-
tive to these error sources, as multiple PIV velocity snap-
shots are available for pressure evaluation. Recent literature 
has shown that the use of multiple snapshots from time-
resolved analysis is an effective approach to reduce the 
effect of measurement errors (e.g. FTEE, Jeon et al. 2014; 
FTC, Lynch and Scarano 2013).
First, the effect of random noise is considered. 
Figure 10-left shows the resulting correlation coefficients 
with respect to the microphone measurements varying the 
standard deviations of the numerically simulated random 
errors. The time-resolved procedure is practically insen-
sitive to the random errors, which results from the use of 
nine consecutive snapshots for pressure evaluation through 
the least-squares procedure that effectively cancels out the 
effect of random errors. For the single-snapshot procedure, 
a gradual reduction of correlation coefficient is observed by 
increasing the measurement noise. It should be remarked 
that type 3 boundary conditions have been used for the 
results plotted. For the other boundary condition types, the 
same behaviour is observed. A correlation coefficient of 
approximately 0.5 is retrieved when the error is increased 
towards 1 m/s, which corresponds to the order of the turbu-
lent velocity fluctuations close to the microphone location.
The effect of spatial resolution is considered by evaluat-
ing the velocity vectors from a coarser grid. Figure 4-right 
shows the cross-correlation coefficient when the grid point 
spacing is increased from hx0 in the original data to hx. 
Both the time-resolved and the single-snapshot methods 
are sensitive to the spatial resolution. The time-resolved 
approach still exhibits a plateau up to a fourfold decrease 
in resolution and a roll-off after that point. Instead, the 
single-snapshot technique appears to be more sensitive to 
the decrease in resolution: a small plateau is observed up 
Fig. 9  Coherence (left) and phase of the cross spectrum (right) of the PIV results with the microphone measurements
hx/hx0 [-]
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Fig. 10  Measurement sensitivity to measurement noise and spatial resolution. Cross-correlation coefficient with random errors (left) and grid 
point spacing (right)
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to a twofold decrease in resolution and then a more rapid 
decrease is observed.
5  Conclusions
A method is proposed to approximate the instantaneous 
flow pressure field from a single instantaneous tomographic 
PIV velocity snapshot using the vortex-in-cell (VIC) tech-
nique and is applied to a flat-plate turbulent boundary layer. 
By solving the incompressible vorticity transport equation 
on the measurement volume, the spatial information avail-
able from the measurement is leveraged to approximate 
the temporal velocity derivative. Pressure is subsequently 
approximated by solution of the Poisson equation for 
pressure.
The experimental validation compared the correlation 
coefficient of instantaneous pressure obtained by both the 
single-snapshot procedure and a benchmark pressure-from-
PIV procedure based on time-resolved data, with respect to 
simultaneous measurement with a surface pressure trans-
ducer. The results show that the instantaneous pressure field 
in a turbulent boundary layer can be evaluated from single-
snapshot PIV, yielding very comparable results to those 
obtained with time-resolved measurement data acquired 
at 10 kHz and a stencil of nine consecutive measurements. 
When a smaller stencil of three consecutive measurements 
is employed for the time-resolved pressure evaluation, the 
single-snapshot VIC procedure even outperforms the time-
resolved approach, giving a higher cross-correlation with 
the microphone signal.
The single-snapshot procedure requires a model for the 
flow acceleration to be used as boundary conditions on the 
flow governing equations and in the experimental assess-
ment, three such models were assessed: convective, pad-
ding and homogeneous boundary conditions, which under 
the present conditions all yielded similar instantaneous 
pressure fields. The experimental assessment considered 
a solid profile along one domain boundary. If the tomo-
graphic PIV experiment experiences solid interfaces within 
the measurement volume, the Poisson solver needs to be 
adapted accordingly to handle such non-rectangular com-
putational domains.
In the experimental validation, the method yields results 
corresponding well to those obtained by time-resolved PIV 
with a nine-snapshot stencil. The advantage of the pro-
posed single-snapshot PIV + VIC procedure is that it does 
not rely on the acquisition of time-resolved velocity data. 
Use of the method should be cautioned when the contribu-
tions to fluctuating pressure from outside the measurement 
volume are significant. In the turbulent boundary layer con-
sidered here, the proposed method demonstrates that PIV 
camera and laser hardware requirements can be alleviated, 
which is relevant for the investigation of high-speed 
flows where pressure-from-time-resolved-PIV becomes 
prohibitive.
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